Get predictable costs with VDR as a Service

All inclusive!

VDR as a subscription service
Take control of your costs

Rent it

Now you do not have to purchase the VDR system. We provide you with VDR functionality for a fixed, monthly fee.

If Internet access is available on board, we can use our Remote Access solution proactively to make sure everything works without disturbing the crew.

With or without Internet access, VDR as a Service enables you to take control of your costs.
A brand new VDR, installed and ready to use
We deliver, install and configure a complete VDR system fulfilling the latest requirements. Installation time is included.

Completely predictable, all you pay is a monthly fee
By deciding to have the VDR as a service rather than purchasing it, you eliminate investment and maintenance costs. Your finances become predictable.

More time for you and your staff to focus on your core business
We take full responsibility for keeping the VDR up and running. This means you can spend your time focusing fully on driving your business forward.

We make sure you can keep sailing without unnecessary stops
By using Remote Access, we can identify minor problems before they become show-stoppers. Thus, you are more likely to keep your timetable.

Your success is our success
Since we carry the entire cost for maintenance, rest assured that we feel the pressure to keep the equipment up and running.

Prepared for Remote Playback
If you wish to activate Remote Playback and view voyage data from shore, this can be easily done thanks to our Remote Access solution.
All inclusive. For a monthly fee.

Instead of owning it, have your VDR as a service and leave everything to us. This is included:

With Internet connection:
- A new VDR F2 system
- Installation
- APT service
- APT certificate
- APT coordination
- Spare parts
- Onboard service
- Software updates
- Telephone & e-mail support 24/7
- Remote diagnostics
- Remote-prepared service visits
- Remote APT preparation
- Remote proactive maintenance
- Prepared for Remote Playback

Without Internet connection:
- A new VDR F2 system
- Installation
- APT service
- APT certificate
- APT coordination
- Spare parts
- Onboard service
- Software updates
- Telephone & e-mail support 24/7

For more information, please contact: nav.sales@consilium.se

For full details, please see the General Terms & Conditions.